I cannot access the matching course on the Student Portal.
Please note that you can only access the matching course during a matching round. The dates for
the matching rounds can be found in the table with dates for matching.
The status on the Student Portal shows ‘not completed’, but I completed everything.
The status on your personal matching page will be updated within a few days of receipt of your
matching advice by email. You can check when you will receive the advice in the table with dates.
You have completed the matching process if you filled in the intake form and if you did all tests in
SOWISO.
Do I have to register for a matching round?
You do not have to register for one of the matching rounds. The course will be available on the
Student Portal during the matching rounds, so you will be able to access it and participate in the
process within the time frame of a matching round.
I did not finish the matching process, what can I do?
Your current completed work will carry over to the next matching round, so you do not have to do
the same tests or fill out the intake form again when you pick up the matching process in a next
matching round.
When will I receive the matching advice?

Emailing us prior to the given date will not quicken this process.
What else do I have to do to be enrolled?
Matching is mandatory for all prospective students who apply for one of the degree programmes
listed in the table on our website. Note that matching is not the same as admission. These are two
separate processes, each with their own deadlines, both of which you need to meet in time. These
processes are not related. Please check the website on the admissions procedure and Studielink to
see which steps you will have to take next in order to complete the registration process.
Please click the links below for information on:
- the procedure for candidates with a Dutch vwo diploma;
- the procedure for candidates with a non-Dutch diploma;
- the procedure if you do not fit either of these profiles.

